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For the rich, the appeal of Rejuvenation Pill is definitely more than any other item in this
world.
However, Charlie had never regarded Pill as a commodity for so long before.
The only time the Rejuvenation Pill was auctioned was because ppl was too forceful at
Jasmine’s birthday party, and Charlie took out a Rejuvenation Pill and slapped him in the
face.
As for the other rejuvenation pills, Charlie basically gave it to relatives and friends around
him as a favor.
However, the current Charlie’s mentality has changed from before.
Before, he was not eager to make money, and he never thought about how much money he
would make, and what height he would make.
However, now he has become the head of the Wade Family and has vowed to carry forward
the Wade Family. Therefore, now he must consider how to convert all his resources into
interests and influence as much as possible.
He happened to have rooted in Aurous Hill for many years, and now he also hopes that
Aurous Hill can take on the burden of Wade Family’s second center, so borrowing the Pill
and the auction will not only make a lot of money, but also increase Aurous Hill’s influence,
which is definitely two birds with one stone.
At this time, Isaac Cameron asked Charlie respectfully: “Master Wade, how should the two
hundred spots be released at the auction?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Find a technical team to develop an official APP software, then let
them sign up on our official APP.”
Isaac Cameron asked again: “Then if there are too many people signing up, how should we
select? First come first served or?”

Charlie waved his hand: “How can such a fair and just rule of first come first serve appear in
our APP? We open the door to do business, of course, everything is money-oriented!”
Isaac Cameron was confused: “Master Wade, what do you mean…”
Charlie smiled and said: “Our APP, in theory, anyone can download, but if I want to sign up, I
have two requirements:”
“First, we must accept our capital verification. Only those with actual assets greater than 10
billion are eligible to participate;”
As soon as this was said, everyone’s expressions were extremely shocked.
The admission ticket is 10 billion? ! This threshold is too high! Even for the top high-end
clubs in China, the threshold for entry is only about one billion yuan.
Before they could recover from their shock, Charlie said again: “Secondly, on this basis, we
will use the actual amount of capital verification from high to low to select two hundred
places that can finally participate in the auction!”
After speaking, Charlie explained: “In other words, our rankings are in no particular order,
first come, last come, which is a simple and rude measure of everyone’s strength. Whoever
has the most money will be ranked first, whoever has no money. , Or whoever is not rich
enough to rank in the top two hundred, then I’m sorry, I don’t welcome him here.”
Everyone was silly, and Isaac Cameron subconsciously said: “Master Wade… more than ten
billion rich people, even the whole country can’t find two hundred…”
Charlie smiled and said: “Who said that it is only limited to China? I will find some people
from overseas to help promote the promotion, I believe the rich overseas will also flock to
it.”
When saying this, Charlie thought of two suitable candidates.
One is the old Fengshui master Orion Exeor. He is highly regarded in the American Chinese
world. This group of Chinese Americans, including Mai, dream of understanding how Orion
Exeor became twenty years younger. Once the auction went off, Orion Exeor made it clear
that he had eaten this rejuvenation pill before he was rejuvenated. Then the rich man in
North America might fly back overnight that night.

The other is the Queen of Northern Europe who has just been rescued by herself.
She is still waiting for her follow-up rejuvenation pill. Naturally, she will be obedient to
herself. Tomorrow will be Helena’s enthronement ceremony. At that time, the royal family
and the top rich in Europe will go to Northern Europe to participate in this enthronement
ceremony, as long as the old lady In front of this group of rich Europeans, rejuvenating pills
will surely make a huge wave in the hearts of this group of nobles.

